Top of Austria - Großglockner
...with skis on the highest mountain of Austria 3798m

The magnificent mountain world of the national park Hohe Tauern is a real paradise for ski touring
enthusiasts. In addition to the Grossglockner with 3,798 m, there are another 300 peaks with more than
3.000 m to the national park. During our two-day tour with an anticyclic tour start on Sunday, we will have
the power and the grandeur of this mountain world. The distinctive peak of the Großglockner is a
worthwhile destination for every tour traveler, especially as the picturesque scenery and our lodging, the
Stüdlhütte at 2.802 m, leave nothing to be desired. For the physical well-being the friendly hosts, who will
spoil us with delicacies from the kitchen. The summit ascent on Monday makes this tour a very special
experience.

Program:
Day 1:
Welcome, material check and start. We start with touring skis through the Ködnitz valley. Over the Luckner
hut at 2,241 m, we reach the Stüdl hut at 2.802 m after a further 600 meters of altitude. After dinner, we will
talk about the expedition for the summit tour on the next day and explain the stages.
Ascent 900 m

Day 2:
Around 07:00 am we start over the Ködnitzkees (glacier) to the Glocknerleitl, depending on the conditions
we will either ascend to the Erzherzog-Johann-Hut (Adlersruhe) or directly to the Glocknerleitl. Depending
on the snow conditions, we will make our ski depot between 3.520 m and 3.640 m. With crampons safely
on the rope of the mountain guide we will tackle the snow flank which runs up and over the east ridge to the
Kleinglockner (3.770 m).
A breathtaking view into the Pallavicini gutter and on to the Stüdl ridge shows us the way to the Obere
Glocknerscharte (3,766 m). The last ascent to the peak leads over rock and ice to the Großglockner
3798m. After an extensive rest, we descend to the ski depot from where we will ski down on an absolutely
thrilling descent to the Luckner Hut and on to the Lucknerhaus. Here we will review the tour once again
before we start the journey home,
Ascent 1000 m - descent 1800 m
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Important information ...
Accomodation:
Stüdl hut

Meeting point:
13:00 pm at the parking space by the new Lucknerhaus

Requirements:
Ski tour for experienced ski mountaineers. There are climbing areas up to the 2nd degree of difficulty. You
should be a confident and advanced skier in open terrain.

Equipment:
Click here for your Packinglist

Weather:
Weather and snow conditions can be extreme in the mountains. Two till three days before we arrive, we will
check the current weather forecast and the conditions in the area we are going. You will be informed
immediately if there are any changes to the plan.

Guidance:
Mountain Sports Guides - you will receive the mobile number of your mountain guide shortly before the trip.
This number is intended only for urgent matters. For all further questions and inquiries please contact our
Alpine office using the following mobile number +43 664 312 02 66.

Apps:
ape@map, www.lawine.at, www.zamg.ac.at
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We provide:
Included:
Guided tour by state certified mountain & ski guide,
on the normal route to Großglockner
Rental avalanche transceiver, probe and shovel
Technical equipment
Overnight stay with half board at the Stüdl hut

Not included:
European travel insurance – on request we can send you an offer
Drinks
Extra charge € 190.- per person for small groups with only 2 people

Minimum number of participants:
2 - 3 people per mountain guide

General Business Terms:
Please pay attention to the General Business Terms on our homepage

Safety Concept:
Our courses are led by qualified mountain guides IVBV. In order to keep up with the latest knowledge,
regular further training is compulsory. In this way we offer the greatest possible safety. We are a member of
the Austrian Alpine Schools Association.

Thank you very much for your interest in Mountain Sports:
To ensure that your tour runs smoothly from booking to execution, we kindly ask you to
to consider the following:
Decide which is your optimal course or tour. Read the detailed programs carefully: Requirements, dates,
costs, meeting point, number of participants, etc.
Once you have decided which tour, you can register online, by email or phone.
Go through the equipment list and tell us what you would like to rent at Mountain Sports.
The booking becomes legally valid upon receipt of your registration by Mountain Sports. If the execution of
the tour is uncertain due to the minimum number of participants not yet reached, we will inform you
immediately.
Payment must be made up to 20 days before the start of the tour. Exception: Tours with separate
regulations.
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